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President gives annual address,
shMesnewcampusbdtiatives
Austin Ramsey
News Editor
President Randy Dunn announced
a complete revision of Murray State's
strategic imperatives at the State of
the University Address Wednesday
afternoon, listing new policies and
projects he said he hopes to employ
to better the University's position on
a national and regional scale.
The new imperatives Dunn
announced were excellence through
quality, outreach with partnerships
and innovation for impact.
Rxcellence tbroush quality
Dunn said the five-year-old imperatives of fostering excellence, building partnerships and creating com·
munity had been acted upon by the
entire University since 2006, when
he introduced them.
He said they were used to reach
several goals such as the Hold Thy
Banner High funding campaign,
which surpassed its goal of $60 mil·
lion a year early, and the building of a
better-operable Office of Regional
Outreach.
"Without drastically changing
course of those broad directions
we've chartered for the University, I
do think it's time to revisit our imperatives," Dunn said, "and establish this
next version or generation of those
imperatives."
Dunn said the imperatives needed
to be refreshed with 'tlew language to
garner new interest, refrained and
refined to better serve the interests
of students, faculty, staff, parents,
investors and all who attribute to the
University's activities.
"lt is quality that drives excellence," Dunn said of his first new
imperative.

Dunn said pushes such as high
enrollment, signature programs and
award-winning faculty are all important to any institute of higher education. But Dunn warned of over-complicating these measures and allowing administrators to lose focus of
true quality.
·~y metric or characteristic other
than those which promote the performance and ability of our students
is an inferior alternative substitute
for excellence as a measure of our
worth," he said.
Dunn said the University should
no longer continue to spotlight its
excellence through typical means,
but will now redouble efforts to display itself through every means possible.
A comprehensive program review
by the provost and further recognition ijlrough third-party publications
were all means Dunn said would help
build on the University's goals.
Outreach with partnenhips
Dunn said the University's outreach has been an important factor
for many years and has helped gather
nearly 100,000 students from the IScounty service region over the last
five years.
Through Racer Academy, a program for local high school students'
dual enrollment and the College of
Education's Junior Achievement program, Dunn said the University has
operated at a standard best.
But he said more could be done.
"Immediately before coming to
Murray State I was in a position
where I was in charge of K-12 education for 2.2 miUion students in the
fifth largest state in the nation,"
Dunn said of his time as Illinois commissioner of Education. "I do not feel

that I've capitalized on that expeiience and expertise enough to lift up
primary and secondary education in
the backyard of the institution."
Dunn announced a new K-12 Connect program aimed at developing a
stronger University presence ln local
schools.
"One of the things that I've wanted
to do in a much better way is to gain
connections and linkages between
the University and the schools in this
region," Dunn said following his
speech. "It helps us directly in better
preparing them to coming to Murray
State."
lnncJfttlon Cor impllct
Dunn's fm.alleg of the University's
new strategic imperatives was innovation for impact. He said Murray
State's impact must be more direct,
rather than general as it bas been in
the past.
"We've got to continue to take a
tough look at what we can't do well
and then ,shed off some things that
maybe we don't do so well or can't
afford or otherwise justify," be said.
Dunn said he would be unable to
Nick Paxton/The News
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Peggy Pittman·Munke, president
versity to do," he said.
of the Faculty Senate, said she was
As a part of this imperative, Dunn
Other administrators said they
pleased to see the benefits package
were simply happy to see the Univerannounced the new extended family
announced.
benefits for faculty and staJf in their
sity move in new directions.
•J think it came at the right time for
"We've seen excellence demon·
open enrollment insurance coming
thisc.university," she said.'""This is a
strated in a number of ways, and it
this faiL Dunn said the effects will
marvelous time to be announcing it
takes leadership at the top to provide
take place in January.
since we just had the Diversity Plan
those ways," said Bob Jackson, assoAfter the speech. Dunn said the
approved."
benefits had been drawn from a prociate vice president for institutional
advancement. ''Today he announced
Jody Cofer, co-chair for the Presiposal in the Faculty Senate a year 380
dent's Commission on Diversity and
some initiatives that will put us on
and had gone through discussions in
Inclusion. said he was also glad to see
the' right path for a number of years."
the committee on insurance and benthe new benefits.
efits to finally coming to fruition by
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@
"It was the right thing for the Unimurraystate.edu.
presidential mandate this fall.

Estimated enrollment causes r~-evaluation of 12xl2 goal
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Undergraduate enrollment either flatlined or
decrease across most of the state for the 2010-11
fiscal year. according to estimates released by
the Council on Postsecondary Education.
The numbers. released Sept. 22, showed only
three universities - Kentucky, Morehead State
and Murray State - with notable increases in
undergraduate enrollment over the last year.
While the University 'of Kentucky (1 percent)
and Murray State (2 percent) showed minimal
gains in enrollment, Morehead State showcased
a state-leading 18 percent increase in under·
graduate enrollment.
,
The small increase has President Randy
Dunn re-evaluating the previously set Ux12
goal - an initiative to reach 12,000 students by
20U.
With roughly 10.500 students enrolled as
either undergraduate or graduate, Murray State
would need a 14.28 percent increase in overall
enrollment to meet that goal.
If the CPE estimates were to trend into 2012,
Dunn said his enrollment goal would be difficult to reach and has altered the goal to llxl2.
"While I think it becomes a very tough road
to make it to 12,000 students in one more year,
we'll be at 11,000 and then we take a pause to
see what we might be able to do to push for·
ward," Dunn said. •·we have some ideas around
this, to maybe go to 11,500, ll,600 ·and 11,700,
which is basically our full number at this point."
Although the initial goal may be out of reach,
Dunn said initiatives and changes made to
recruiting and enrollment strategies several
years ago has put Murray State in a better place
than it would have been.
"If we had not taken on the changes to our
enrollment function a little over three years ago
I don't think we would be where we are now,"
Dunn said. "In fact, I think we'd probably be
dropping well under 10.000."
Dunn said Murray State's overall goal is to
focus on the quality of student life and what the
University has to offer future students.
"We use everything within our arsenal, but
I've always been one who believes quality
sells.'' Dunn said. "Individuals are drawn to
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quality so we talk about the excellence we've
been able to achieve and the quality indicators
that exist for an institution with our type of
profile. and that has to be rust and foremost."
While Murray State continues with a slow
and steady increase, enrollment numbers generated by Morehead State were notable.
Morehead State University President Wayne
D. Andrews confirmed in a Sept. 22 press
release that Morehead State had broken its previous record of 9,509 students in 2003 with
10,235 enrolled for the 2011 fall semester.
Andrews said Morehead's undergraduate
recruitment success is directly linked to its
Early College Program, a dual-enrollment program designed to streamline the transition
from high school to college.
According to the press release, 2011 enroll-

ment numbers include the nearly 1,600 students from 31 surrounding high schools taking
part in the Early College Program.
Andrews, who confumed record enrollment
in the ECP for the 20ll fall semester, said the
program is an excellent way to bridge the gap
between high school and college at a comfortable pace for the student.
"The Early College Program is an incredible
opportunity for high school students to be better prepared as they enter postsecondary education as full-time university students,"
Andrews said. "The program not only allows
them to get a jump-start on courses reducing
their time to degree but also increases affordability. It is possible for a student to complete
as many as 24 lower-division college credit
hours prior to graduating from high school and
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do it at no cost to the student.''
1
Dunn said Murray State includes its dualenrollment program, Racer Academy, in preliminary estimates of undergraduate enrollment. ,
but the effect on the numbers is smaller than
that of Morehead State's, who just started
1
focusing more on those bridge programs.
"Something that gave them a spike in the
numbers is they started to figure out how to do
dual-enrollment courses with their regional
high schools and have gotten into that in a really big way, which is something they hadn't done
at all in the past," Dunn said. "We've been doing
that with our Racer Academy and have had
great success with it and will continue that."
While dual-enrollment programs are not new
to Morehead State, Andrews said that the pro·
gram recently was enhanced and expanded due
to the passing of Senate Bill I in 2009.
"The goal of SB 1 is to strengthen the collegegoing rate of Kentucky high school graduates
and to better align the curriculum from elementary to high school with postsecondary
education," Andrews said. ''This will help
ensure that all students in Kentucky are work·
ing toward a common curriculum and are .successful at each level."
Sue Patrick, director of communication for
the CPE, said she was not concerned with
tapering numbers in the Council's findings. citing that a lack of funding was not the cause for
decreased enrollment.
"Institutional aid is at an aU-time high, and
bas increased sharply as tuition has increased,"
Patrick said.
Patrick said state financial aid, both needand merit-based, supported an initial enrollment ~wth in Kentucky institutions and that
leveling numbers were to be expected.
"We experienced a tremendous amount of
enrollment and degree production over the
past decade," Patrick said. "Part of it was fueled
by the recession of 2008,' which sent more
adults returning to college to re-tool, advance
in their careers or prepare for a new one. This
leveling off is not a surprise."
The CPE will release official enrollment
numbers on Oct. 25.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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Republican Senate President David Williams takes questions following a speech Friday at the CFSB Center.

Gov. Steve Beshear discusses his campajgn with community members before a campaign speech Tuesday.

.

Political candidates visit Murray
Chris wncox

Austin Ramsey

Staff writer

News Editor

Kentucky Senate President David Williams, Republican, gaw a
campaign speech Friday in the CFSB Center Murray Room.
Ken Winters, Republican senator of District l, started the cam-.
paign meeting by introducing Williams.
"I am delighted to have David Williams here today to share his
jobs and economy plan," be said.
On Sept.l't 2010, Williams announced he would seek the governorship in 2011.
Williams is currently state Senate president, has been a state
senator since 1987 and served as state repres~ntative from 1985 to
1987.
Winters said the David Williams fobs and Economy Plan is a
large component as to why Williams should be elected.
Williams said Ills plan 1s to create jobs anl.l grow Kentucky's
economy for the future. Kentucky's mismanagement oL'5t:Hc gov·
emmenl, Obama-style government spending and the slate's high
unemployment is out of control.
"These pOlitical races are all about the future: I'm here to prl'sen.t one,'' he said.
Williams gave a pamphlet designed to sununarize several key
goals to those who attendt!d the meeting Friday.
Williams said he wants to eliminate personal and corporate
income taxes. The plan will institute a commission to draw up nn
entirely new tax system.
Anoth~r ofWilliams' goals is to jumpstart the economy through
local tax offsets, business energy tax suspensions, building tax
suspensions. expensing of business assets and eliminating the
state taxes on hay. teed; cars and bourbon. Williams said.
He said he wants more jobs and less government. Tht! proposed
idea is to reduce the negative impact of large government bureaucracies on job creation.
The ideas for job creation arc based around new administrative
regulations. the plan stated.
Williams is pushing policies that include fighting Ohama's
healthcare law. Williams said the Obama healthcacc law was an
unconstitutional intervention by the federal government and wa~
economically <:rippling.
Williams' plan also culls for legal and labor refonns.
He also wants to protect coal from the Environmental Protection Agency and to promote mlclear power, he said. He said if the
French can use nuclear power so can we.
Other goals of Williams' plan involve promoting and strength·
ening Kentucky's agriculture rhrough the Kentucky Proud organization and by opposing Obama's EPA attacks on farms. reforming
unemployment insurance and creating a sustainable pen~ion
reform.
Williams said Kentucky has the second highest c>.-pensive
unemployment system.
"Kentucky is troubled economically and we need someone who
can lead us into the future," Vickie Travis. former campaign manager for senator Ken Winters and previous member of the Murray
State Board of Regents, said. ''My adult daughters and their families don't live here because of limited job opportunities," she said.
Travis said if Williams' plan was put into action she could see
Kentucky being restored to a place in which pMple fought to live.
Greg Delancey. Chair of the C<1lloway County Republican party,
said Beshear isn't the right choice for re-election.
Said Delancey: "(Beshear) hasn't confronted the issues and has
maintained the same attitudes as Obama."

• Inside the story
Primary elections are ramping up this fall. Here
are your 2011 gubernatorial candidates:
Qemocrat~overnor Candidate

• Steve Beshear - Governor of Kentucky, 2007Present; former Lt. Governor of Kentucky, 19831987
-Running mate: Jerry Abrams.on - .Louisville
Mayor, 1986-1999 &2003-2011
-Creating jobs for Kentucky, fiscal responsibility,
investing in education, affordable healthcare for
all and energy independence

• David l. Williams - State Senate president. 2000Present, State Senator 1987-Present
-Running mate: Richie Farmer · Agriculture Commissioner. 2003-Present
-Pro-life. pro-agriculture. pro-coal, supporting
education advances and wants budget and tax
reforms
ln.d~end~otG_ov~rnor Candidate

• Gatewood Galbraith • Attorney
-Running Ma.te: Dea Riley, marketing consultant
-Advancing education, anti-mountaintop remova1.
wants greener energy, wants programs saving
the environment and agriculture industries and
possible tax cuts out no rises

Oct. 11 is the last day to register to vote in the
upcoming general election. Polls for the Kentucky
gubernatorial general election open Nov. 8.

Contact Wilcox at cwilrox2@murraystatc.cdu.

Gov. Steve Beshear made a stop on campus Thesday night at rhc
Sid Easley Alumni Center. where he urged a group of about 40
local Democratic leaders to continue their support of his campaign for re-election.
Beshear sp~,>ke for approximately 30 minutes on his contributions to the Commonwealth as governor, after an introduction
from state Rep. Melvin Henley. Bcshear said he adopted the governor's seat at a time of intense economic difficulty.
"We've all been fighting through the worst recession of l)Ur Life·
times," he said. "You've struggled as families, you've stntggled as
businesses, you've struggled as county government, city government and we've struggled at the state level."
Beshear said he responded to the Commonwealth's financial
crisis with more than $1 billion worth of cuts in budget spending
and executive branch consolidation through cuts on hires and
extended furloughs.
"Today we've gor fewer people doing a lot more work," he said.
To accomplish the cuts and consolidations, Bcshear sa:id he had
to cross party Jines and make difficult compromises.
"In cutting this billion dollars, we didn't do it with a meat ax,"
he said. "But you know. every time we had to do it. this guy I'lll
running again.c;t said the same thing: 'Cut everything across the
board."'
·
Beshear said while his office was forced to make tough cutting
choices. he set several statewide policies above the blade.
He said a few items on the Commonwealth agenda :;hould
remain intact. First on that Ust: cducatio'n.
"We made education a priority," he said. ''And we worked hard
to keep K-12 funded at the classroom level. We worked hard with
higher education, with Murray State and with our other universities around the state."
His efforts have made Kent·ucky education stand out nationally.
Beshear touched on the Natit1nal Center for Higher Education
Management Systems' findings that Kentucky higher education
.has excelled beyond any other state in lhe nation.
Beshear said he considered himself and his staff responsible for
statewide job growth due to the implementation of economic
incentive packages aimed at existing Kentucky companies.
Following Bcshear's speech, he thanked several of the event's
attendees for coming, including President Randy Dunn, whom he
congratulated for a successful job at Murray State.
Kyle Shupe, president of the College Democrats, who attended
the event, said he was proud Beshear was able to speak in wc.stern Kentucky.
"This region of Kentucky sometimes feels ncg:lected," he said.
"especially Murray State, as it is one of the best higher education
institutions in Kentucky."
Mike Pittman, a Murray attorney, :o;ponsored the cvening•s
speech. He said he thinks Beshear's. acknowledgement of this
region will not go unnoticed.
•
"Since he is from western Kentucky, I think this part of the state
certainly means a lot to him," Pittman said. "He's been very S4J'portive of CaJloway County and the city of Murray and Mu~r
State University."
Beshear currently leads Republican Senate President Davjd
Williams in citizen polls, garnering up to a 57 percent lead fin
some. Williams holds approximately 26 percent of prospective
voters, while Independent candidate Gatewood Galbraith a rapidly falling 8 percent 6f voters.
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@murrayscate.edu.
,-------------~-------------------------------------~,
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Up, up and dismay
ic, long-term growth plan. The
campus you have should never
take the back-burner for the campus you want.
Dunn said the University is at a
"I do feel confident that by fall
point where growth is still possiof 2012 we will hit that 11.000
mark," President Randy Dunn
ble, but did not say why this
said in an interview this week.
growth is necessary.
"Another thing we talk about is
This is a far cry from the optithe size of campus that allows a
mism we heard coming from the
connection or engagement to the
administration when the original
people who are here," Dunn said.
12,000 by 2012 initiative was start"We're large enough to have a lot
ed. The program was considered
to be one of the University's
of the amenities of a larger camlargest recruitment campaigns to
pus, but we're small enough that
there's the opportunity to be condate. Looking back now it seems
nected to many individuals
the money could have been better
whether .they're other students,
spent in other areas.
There is no way the University
professors or individuals who my
could have known about the ecowork in. Winslow or Facilities
nomic collapse (or the next one
Management."
This ideology may be the type
for that matter) and there is ·no
question of the amount of effort
of thinking some Illinois businessput forth.
men prefer, but certainly should
But at what · point was there
not dilute from this educational
institution. ·If anything the Uniquestion we would not reach the
target goal? At what point did the
versity should be more aware of
administration realize they would • its. limits.
not come within range by even·
We are not a flagship school by
1,000 students?
any means. That in itself is a draw
It's fair to say at that point the
for many of the students we have
University should have re-evaluon campus. If the University conated its strategy and maybe spent
tinues to dream it's something it's
funds developing wograms on
not we will soon wake up to a
nightmare.
campus.
At a certain point the UniversiGrowth at every University is
an important issue. But if we are
ty administrators needs to come
to learn anything from the larger
to the conclusion many on this
campus already have and spend
institut~ons in our society it
more time and resources on the
should be rapid growth is
students who are here and not the
unhealthy and dangerous. We
ghosts in their heads.
should be striving for a systemat-

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Don't forget to visit us
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aboul the University trying to
increase enrollment?
"I feel that the school is fine the way it is. I
just think it should be more diverse."
lazarla Fortson • Clarksville, Tenn.
freshman

"Murray State is a great school and needs
no change."
Jesica Hester· Clarksville, Tenn.
freshman

"I think the University is the perfect

size. It's one of the reasons I came
here. because .1 get the attention I need
from teachers."
Magqie Gardner· Louisville, Ky.
sophomore
Jesse Carruthers/The News
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iscontent and renewal at Occupy Wall Street
It shouldn't be so damn cold I
tlll~ng.

,Kentucky
stays a decent temp all the way
through October, for God's sake!
blurted that one o\tt. My
accomplice, startled, jumped
from his waking dream he was
experiencing while commg
down the turnpike. Naugrim had
at least learned not to jerk the
car off the road. We had just
arrived in New York City for our
frrst day of protest coverage and
misadventure. We were exhausted and slightly delusional. We
did manage to find parking for
the day. Once there we were fortunate enough to catch a glimpse
of the Wikileaks crew, who were
in turn followed by a small group
of Guy Fawkes, all purportedly
members of the online hacker
collective Anonymous, "The
Defenders and Champions of a
Free Internet".
There were people everywhere. Literally everywhere.
They were on the streets, on
scaffolds in the sky, cleaning
fountains in the water, in every
nook, crevice, doorway, alley
way and sky way I could fmd.
People everywhere. "W.elcome
to New York, New York, ya .redneck yokel" kept running through
my head. It's understandable now
why people told me to come
home safe. Nothing to do with
safe at all The emphasis is on the
come home part. If a person
wanted they could find work.
shelter and food in that city in
seemingly no time. New York,
the fmal destination for runaways.
When we arrived at Zuccotti
Park, also known as Liberty
Plaza, also known as Lower Manhattan's fmancial district, my
heart sank. Roughly 700 to 1,000
had set up a makeshift
camp (no tents allowed), and
were marching around in a big
circle chanting various proletariat catch phrases, waving signs .
and generally just seeming to be
more of"a nuisance than an actu-

al movement. We had driven
roughly 17 hours for a hippy
party. There was a giant drum
circle and 18 to 55 year olds
everywhere I turned. The old
Dead-Heads seemed to be teaching their young how to "fight the
power" as it were. The problem
being, they'd never clearly
defined who they were against,
or what they wanted. It was a
party. And it was a heart break.
We talked to a few people here
and there, asked the locals their
opinions and eventually were
just so disgusted with the whole
thing that we went on to tour
NYC.
.
Neither of us should have
been healthy enough to continue
on. To be frank, we weren't. We
were destroyed, and unhappy. I
have never been as worn out and
destroyed in all my life. By the
time we got back to our car, and
realized we were without a place
to stay it was midnight. Our
friends who were suppose to
meet us, show us around and put
us up for the night never showed
In a wild-eyed moment of insanity, we drug a way to wake ourselves up out the reserves and
drove across the river to Jersey.
"We fuckin' made it!" Naugrim
exclaimed. In the rain, wearyeyed and half-asleep, while dozing off at the wheel, he had found
a Loves Truck Stop. So we slept
in the car there.
The temperature dropped so
low it was either start using the
clothing as a blanket or we run
the car all night with the heater
on. I opened my bag to fmd, sitting atop my clothes, what was a
sense of cliche, humor and possibly a reaffirmation in some sort
of greater power. Wadded up
and covered in pro-wrestlers
autographs was my hand stitched,
heavy cloth American Flag. I
wadded my wool coat into a pillow, and covered up under Old
Glory for the night.
Showered and regrouped, Naugrim and I headed back toward

the city. We had to see if this was
really the bust and nightmare
from Friday or if perhaps we just
came at the wrong point and that
maybe, just maybe, something
was really brewing in NYC.
We arrived much earlier, to a
city freshly showered from the
night before. Puddles and people
everywhere, but a generally
cleaner feeling all around It's
amazing how much a shower can
change a persons outlook. It
might also be attributed to getting our beads on straight after
hours of driving.
We were constantly in communication with the people
around us - talking to merchants
·in the shops, the near homeless
man we met on the bus, who
strongly recommends "The
'steve Wilkos Show," devoting
your life to God (the meek are
set to inherit the earth), and that
we try to ride the buses everywhere we could so as to save the
soles of our shoes. We rushed
back to Zuccotti Park arriving
just after the march had left the
Park. The numbers at the park
this time were already bigger
and much better organized and
motivated. There were people of
every class and creed out there.
Tea Partiers, Democrats, union
workers, educators, still a few
hippies, college students, etc.
A little excited just at the numbers I asked around for directions as to their route, set to head
towards Wall Street then back up
through Broadway, eventually.
Suddenly, I began getting tex~s
from a contact in Iowa, who was
watching on the live stream
broadcast online, at Global Revo~
lution. She warned that the
protest had been diverted, and
. was now heading toward the
Brooklyn Bridge.
"Several protesters arrested on
the march for sign violations."
The texts kept rolling in, in a
· similar fashion.
"Police leading protesters into
the street to cross the bridge."

'
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We took off running towards
the bridge as quick as we
get through traffic. By the time
'we got there police were ~uiLULIJo:
protesters off from one another,
forming a wall between the 2,000
on the bridge, and the 500 to 800
at its feet. Understand,
Brooklyn Bridge had been ~~u:>c1..1•
down all day that day. The protesters did not stop traffic
marching across the bridge.
The Brooklyn side of the
bridge was covered in police.
They had traffic cut off
advance all day. During this
ation the crowd, with no way to
turn and cops on either
grew louder.
"Banks got ·bailed
sold out!"
"End the Fed!"
"Who's police? Our police!"
"Who's city? Our city!"
On and on they went. At the
foot of the bridge, the other
ple gathered, chanting
yelling at the police for
up their co-occupants.
police stood, smiled and
while blocking off the escape.
So we climbed a statue of
Empire State Building, hung
American Flag and joined in.
Yelling police, whose pensions
are being cut, yet are still ucJ[euu-•
ing those screwing them,
cathartic. I don't want to tell anyone what side to take. I'm
going to try to explain the
mented, disjointed system
beliefs the protest upholds
represents. But it's a deJnoc:ra•:)
out there with them.
the hell they're doing, or
it's a democracy and every one
them gets a say. Go see it
yourself. Go decide for
And never let anyone tell you
do otherwise.
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Occupy yourself

The recent citizen occupations
in New York and
around the country are stirring up
a lot of debate and
controversy. I find
it interesting a
country founded
on illegal particiOpinion Editor pa~ion in a revolution would turn
against its neighbors who are legally
expressing their grievances.
We as citizens have lost our way.
The total lack of public participation
manifests itself as the country we
live in today. We, far above any other
source, have allowed this to happen.
And now, when those we can most
identify with stand up and make their
voices heard, all we can do is sit back
and criticize.'
If you are not in the general assembly your voice counts for nothing. If
the city hall is empty of its citizens·
what rights do they have? Just
enough to complain.
The reason these occupations are
so important is because for the first
time in a long time this nation is
experiencing something of a revival
that has not been seen since the Progressive Era. It is not just youth
unhappy with a war and draft. It is
people tired of being pushed over
time and again, just like in the beginning of the 20th century. But we
aren't doing out of hate for our country, just a distaste of everything our
country is becoming.
We are no longer .represented in
our own government. The banks
believe their quarterly reports mean
more to the average American than
basic amenities, such as house or
food.
Don't worry, this is not a piece of
self-hate. It's a call to action. Did we
Andrew PIJgrlm allow this to happen? Yes. Can we fix •
senior from
it? Yes. But we cannot flx these
Murray
issues so long as the men leading this
and
country put profit margins over real
Nolan Phillips
progress.
non-srndent from
Many say they cannot suppport a·
Benton, Ky.
group so broad in its undertaking.
Then get in there and have your say.
It's what consensus is all about. Get
involved or get out' of the way.
If you want change in the world it
has to be made, not with the platform
you want but the one you have. Will
you sit by and let the tiny details
keep you from participating in this
occupation? The unions are in for the
fight and sure enough that will bring
our elders who are so intent on keeping their heads bowed. Keep it up if
you like, but so far as I am concerned
tills may be my generation's only
chance of achieving what you once
had. This occupation is our 401K
plan and we are taking it to the bank.
Once the empowerment of the p~o
ple has been forgone and there is no
]een to •.. the death of Jeers 10 .•. FedEx ~ reasonable government left to work
with there is an obligation to take
Apple's Steve Jobs. You drlvers nQ! watchaction. That obligation is not for the
gave the world a piece of ipg out (!.o r cyclists.
"left"
or the "right" but for the comThey put out tbe
mon
good.
stau. ~ ~ad
What is the common good? It's a
signs for a reason and they
voice.
It's a vote. It is the chance to
don't mean trucks. Keep an
make
a
better life for everyone who
there. wherever eye out please. We don't want
takes
part
in his or her community. ,
:you went. It will tQ have to serve the legal
' Contact Walker at john.walker@
never bt; the same. papers in a brown parcel.
murraystate.edu.
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Across campus
Murray State UJ)derpadua~ students conducting reserach
in ac<:Qunting. economics, fhwlce. markttJns, management,
business law, corporate ethics, bal<nmation systems aDd ~·

arrons manament a~ ~to submit to Berry Cololege's Undergraduate BusiDeSs abd bllC)mics Res~ Jour•

nat.

The pub.Licatioo 1s a double-\)lbMl P* teViaioli jo~ and
the deadline is Nov. 30. Qpestioos should be directed. co Jody
Cofer, academic pl'Q(II'UD ~itiiat. by caWns 809-3192.

1lesealdl . . ......,_...IW'Jpkata
Photos by Allie Dougla~s/ThE' News

The Career Fair allows students to meet with businesses and oain possible jobs and Internships.

Stuaents sign up to meet employers Wednesday.

Career Fair brings students new
career opportunities, internships·
Megtiann Anderson
Staff writer
The third floor of the Curris Center buzzed with professionally dressed students with resumes in hand Wednesday.
The semi·annual career fair ran from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and was
aimed at connecting students with potencial employers.
"Our career fair is unique because we morph and change it
every year to make it better," Ross Mt!loan, director of Career
Servic'cs. said. "It gives students a chance to get out in front of
employers and engage them with future jobs."
Anna Hunt, human resource intern for Briggs and Stratton, was
a representatives at one of the 83 booths at this year's fair.
She said Briggs :md Stratton was looking for college ~tudents
who wanted part·time work. She took resumes, but to apply, students had to go online.
Along with part-tin;tc positions. th{~ company also accepted
applications for internships.
Bristol Broadcasting Y.'aS another employer represented at the
career fair. The Paducah branch promotl!d jobs at stations such as
WKYQand Electric 96.9.
Promotions director Nick Black said the company has been successful with the outcome of the career fair at Murray State.
"We are taking anything and eveiJ1hing as far as resumes arc
concerned," Black said. "We have hirl'd students from Murray
State through the career fair before and they have excelled in
their jobs."
Along with employers. several colleges also attended the career
fair to gain interest from students considering graduate school.
One such institution was the Nashville School of Law.
"Because of a grc.1ter interest we arc doing IJlOrc recruiting in
Kentucky than ever before," Virginia Townzcn, associate dean of

Nashville School of Law, said. "We arc really hoping students who
arc considering law school will keep us in mind for their (uture."
Jake Darnell, sophomore from Murray. was one of many attendees at the career fair.
"It is a great experknce to help find a job," D<Jrncll said. "My
major is criminal justice, but right now I'm keeping my options
upcn."
Darnell spoke with employers such as Walmart and the Kentuck-y State Police.
This year's Career Fair comt•s at a time when students nationwide arc as proactive as ever in gaining t!mployment after college.
The National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE)
conducted a survey to learn more about student expectations,
plans and activities for employment.
Meloan said more than 500,000 students from 559 colleges and
universities from all SO states participated in the survey.
The survey was held from mid-February to April 30.
Murray State was among the universities that participated.
The survey showed the class of 20ll was more involved with
career searches than the class of 2010 and saw an increase in job
offers. It aLo;o showed that students are using sudal nctwurking
more as a way to gain contacts with potential employers.
Mcloan said Career Services uses information from surveys like
the one NACE conducted to help with things such as the Career
Fair.
He said seniors are the most likdv to visit Career Services for
resume help, but he ~ncouraged all ~tudents to come and sec the
difTerent booths and possible employers.
"The employers have been ghring us C(.lmpliments all day.''
Mdoan said. "They arc happy wjth the students and the execution of the c:uccr fair."
Contact Anderson ar mandcrson22@murraystate.cdu.

The Offtee of Underpaduate R.esearcb ancl ~ AC:dv·
ity has anno~ Cbe redpients o£ the ~ch Scholar Pel-!
lOWship PIOfll'&lll.
'l'he fell9W$1pp
provide s~ with a faculty mentor,
a $2.000 student .stipend and. a $500 stlpead loa: ®th 'the sup~
ply budget and a laeu1ty ICipeDd.
This year's recipients include Kai~ <;ary, Xari Koester,
JeDI\ifer Lamber-Martin and RuQifaa "Audley" Waq.

wm

Music profeSIJOrpes'VIolln ndtal
Sue~Jean Park. assistant professor of violin and vi~,>la. will
present a viofin recital at 7:30 p.m. 1\1esday 1D the Performing
Arts Hall of ~ Price Doyle Fine Arts Building;
Parle will perl'orm Vivaldi's •rour Seasons" and will be
~ompanied by pianist ADseta Wu. assistant professor of
music.
The concert is open to the pubUc. CDs will be sold at the
event, cQlitiog $10 for madents.

Racedive AQDOIIIICeS peaibnoets
Racerlive Productions aanounced tbt performers for Lovett
Live concert 'Series at Lovett Auditorium this year. Keith
BUrns, Mkhele'Poe and Katen Staley will perform at 'l p.m.

Friday.
Bums is a member of Trick Pony, a Glammy-Aominated
group who also won an American Muaic AWard and U ACad-

emy of Country Music Award.
Poe is a previous Dreamworks rec;ordilll artist and bas
played for country star Dierks Bentley and Hank Wllliams Jr.
Staley's recent bit soatwas •on .A Nig1n Uke ThiJ• by
niCk Pony and will )oiQ the two QD stap.
•
Other pert'ormen include, Melissa Crespo. noo-stu.dent, and
Shaitu1 Goodman, tunior from Hickman. ~.. will open for the
three perfol1bei'S.
At 4 p,xn.. on the same day. • panel wUI ))., held with tbe
artists ui the Performing Am Hall of tbe Price D<;yle f'me
Arts Build~ Both events
~ and o~n to the public.

ve

Students and businesses crowd the third floor of the Curris Center during the semi·annual Career Fair. Eighty·three companies were represented at the fair.
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Murray State develops partnership with space program
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
NASA bas formed an unexpected partnership
with two schoob in Kentucky through the Aerospace Education Services Project (AESP).
AF.SP gives Murray State's College of Education the opportunity to provide professional
development for c:urrent and future teachers in
western Kentucky.
Brandi King, assistant professor in the College of Education and faculty representative of
the partnership with NASA AESP, said she was
contacted as the science representative of the
College of Education by a program affiliate who
was looking for a 3.Iliancc that would be longterm an<i sustainable.
The AESP meeting hosted by the National
Science Teachers Association will be open to

0~

the public for in-service and prc·servicc teachers.
King said a large portion of the fJ.TSt meeting
will be showing in-service and pre-service
teachers how to access several online repositories for lesson plans that align with the standards for multiple subject areas.
"We're taking n.>sourccs to teachers that they
might not rc;tlizc they have acct•ss to on their
own," King said.
NASA's project contains many well-trained
individuals in their respective fields.
"AESP education specialists arc experienced
educators who arc based at NASA's 10 field cen·
ters and are broadly knowledgeable about
NASA's missions, programs and education
resources." Brandon Hargb. aerospace education specialist, said.
He said education specialists travel to school

2011-12
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~
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districts, colleges and universities. science cen·
· tcrs, regional education service centers and sim·
ilar sites.
"There they deliver professional development
to in-service or pre-service teachers and other
educators in science. technology, engineering
and mathematics at no cost to the host," he said.
"The project works in collaboration with the
entire suite of NASA Education to bring NASA
rc.o;ourccs into the hands of teadicrs, AESP also
provides online professional development
opportunities through NEON (NASA Educator's Online Network) through NEON, educators can find resources, speak with other educa·
turs and meet NASA scientists and engineers,"
Hargis said.
There is no cost for the hust school, he said.
"The program is ultimate.ly paid for by the
taxpayer. which is why I frequently encourage

every educator to take advantage of what NASA
AESP and NASA Education in general has to
offer them," Hargis said.
He said he will work in cooperation with
NASA digital learning network, NEON and pos·
sibly other NASA educators.
The program calls for at least two collaborations each year, without them leachers will not
be able to access the materials available. King
said.
The first meeting has been scheduled for Nov.
15 from 6:30p.m. to 8 p.m. at Murray State.
The two spring training scminats will be
announced.
These will allow tt•achers to acquire moon
rocks. meteorites and other materials from
NASA, King said.
Contact Wilcpx at cwilcox2@murraystatc.
cdu.

Who's W
in Am ·
nd

if;t Graduating
Eligibility: minimum 3.0 GPA;
in December 2011 ,
' May or August 2012;
Demonstrated Campus and
Community Leadership
and Involvement
For more information contact the
Office of Student Affairs at:
809.6831 or 116 Ordway Hall

Submit YOUR photos for a chance to
have it chosen by the news team!
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Transgender
Coalition
president
visits campus
.Meghaon Anderson
Staff writer
Marisa Rkhmood encourages transgcndcrs
to be who they truly arc nnd to do what they
w,mt in society.
Richmond. president of the Tennessee
1\'nnsgcndcr Political Coalitiqn, spoke to a
group of faculty and students Thesday.
Richmond made a few opening remarks
then opened the floor for questions.
uThc first label someone is given 'is genderbased," said Richmond. "The first question
asked is, 'is it a boy or a girl?"'
Some of the questions brought up were
about family issues: medical issues, being a
counselor for the transgcndcr community and
transgender prisoner rights.
While v'isiting Murray State, Richmond also
spoke to several classes. She said she spoke
with students who were in classes on the
satellite campuses via speaker phone.
"It was good to be able to reach people
across the region:· Richmond said. "There
was a lot of interaction with rhe students."
Richmond met a number of administrators
while on campus, in addition to a class visit
<Jnd afternoon program.
"The discussions throughout the uay went
vrry well," Jody Cofer, adviser to Alliance and
co-ch~1ir of the President's Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion. said. ''I think it was
extremely helpful for students looking to go
into the social work profession who are going
to be confronted on a daily basis with the
hardships of a wide variety of people, including transgcnder individuals."
Cofer said the topic:; discussed can be chal·
lenging.
"Or. Richmond's prepared remarks were
right on," Cofer said. "But the beauty as 1 see
it was in the back-and-forth during Q-and-A."
He said Richmond navigated the Q,-and-A
wonderfully and sparked a lcarnl:d discussion.
Richmond, who is also a history professor
at Middle Tennessee State University, said she
has been all over the country speaking to universities about transgender awareness.
"I've talked abOut the transgcnder community and the bsucs we arc dealing with on the
n:Hional level," Richmond said. "l'vt.· spoken
ou issues such as healthcarc, personal safety,
job discrimination and having u transgendcr
family nwmber."
She said {or the short term she wants people to be educated and in the long run she
hopes for equality.
"Transgender is such an umbrella term,"
Richmond .;aid. "There arc more than two
gender identities now, and people need to be
aware of that. The terminology for everyone
docs not exist."
Richmond said the best thing to do is to talk
to anyone and everyone.
· "People arc starting to realize that there are
more transgender people out there.'' Richmond said. "In general I feel that it is a part of
the education process to be exposed to transgender people."

Contacr Anderson at manderson22@

murnwswte.cdu.
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University administrators cut the ribbon to the Oral Communications Center Tuesday at Waterfield Ubrary.

Library opens Oral Communications Center
Samantha Villanueva
Staff writer
Tuesday marked the operiing of the Racer Oral Communication Center,
located in Waterfield library, which targets helping students improve public speaking skills.
Opened 1 to S p.m., Monday through Thursday, the Oral Communication
Center was developed to assist students in improving their public speaking
skills and ensuring success down th...• rol\d, ns stated at the grand opening.
President Randy Dunn said the Communication Center was just a first
step in having a more successful campus.
"University-wide, <it's these additions) Utat make us q10ve forward." he
said. "The leveraging of great things, like to build n better academic library.
in one fell swoop helps us make sure each individual student has a successful college experience."
•
Dunn also said ''ith the addition of the center, Murray State stands out
amongst other public schools.
"I've had the opportunity. to look at whnt is happening across the country,'' Dunn said. ''Other flagships and built-in related services, (such as this
one), arc not being showed to exist in many public schools around Murray."
The foundation of the Center came from the donation of Jesse D. Jones.
Murray State graduate of 1964, who. according 10 Dunn. has a great concern
for the future of the students.
"Dr. Jones has studied the competitive job market as it is today and made
the realiz;ttion that one of the vital attributes graduates must have ;s know·
ing how to have excellent public speaking skills... Dunn said.

Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
The University's 2010 annual Campus Security
Report and Fire Report was last week.
Each respective report details particular crime
and fire incidents the University ha.c; faced in the
last year and compares them to the same inci·
· dents in previous years.
Out uf the 26 possible crimes ranging from
arson to alcohol violations, three S<lW hi~her
numbers - theft by unlawful taking. drug viulations and alcohol violations. Theft by unlawful
taking incidents rose by 22 in 2009. Drug violations rose by nine and alcohol rose by 11.
David DeVoss, chief of police and director of
public safety emergency management. said rca·
sons for the growth in theft ~::ould not be easily
tracked.
"I'm not sure if there is something we can say
that is measurable or if there's a sound reason
why," he said. ''Generally, thefts here :~re vt•ry
big. But theft is a common problem on ~11 ct,llcge
campu:;es because we don't lock our doors in our
residential colleges, we don't lock our c:•rs."
In 2010, law enforcement official-;, not includ·
ing the 16 thefts that occurred in residential col·
leges, reported 136 cases of thefts by unlawful
taking.

Alii••
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Guatemalan director presents film
Staff writer
As the lights dimmed, looks
of anticipation and excitement
scattered across the room,
showing the mixed emotions
held by the audience. The
giant screen fluttered on as
the classic movie countdown
lowered with each passing
second.
The Curris Center The~ter
. played host to Mario Rosales'
new film, "El Regreso de
Lcncho" (Lcncho's Return).
Sept. 26, which helped kick off
the University's goal for a
more diverse campus.
Rosales. a New York City
director from Guatemala,
came to the United States in

Contact V'ulanuc·va at svi/lanucva@murraysratc.cdu.

Safety reports show crime increase

The night began with film director Marlo Rosales's new film 'El Regreso de Lencho.'

Samantha Villanueva

'P atty Parish, the Center's director, said she agreed to run the program in
efforts to assist Murray State students in a huge attribute of their education.
"I encourage aU students to come in and use our services," she said. "Our
staff is made up of trained and willing individuals who want to help.
Dunn said the Center adds another great campus student amenity.
"The oral communication center ls a great adjunct w the Racer Writing
Center we opened a year ngo and reflects thm vision of having a library that
is n set of wrap-around Hl.'ademk and academic support services tor students," he said.
Stephen Cox, chair (If organizational communication, said the importance of the Center is wotcd in tht• ability to successfully give an oral presentation, work or otherwise.
"Being able to stand up and communicate your thoughts is vital," he said.
"That is why this Center is so important."
Cox also went on to say with the addition of the Center, Waterfield is
given a more in-depth image.
"PI!rsonal re~carch is what a library should be about and with the addi·
tion of the Oral Communic.:ation Center. plus the Writing Center across the
way. Waterfield now hold~ that," he said.
Cox also said the Ccmt•r was just another way Murray St:Jte was assuring
the educational success r<~tc of c:ach individual student and addinK ro the
University's long li~t of t·arc¢r-f'ocused improvements.
Said Cox: "Students arc assigned presentations all over the country, and
they need to know help is offered and the many ways that they can be
helped."

2002 to pursue a MFA in
Media Arts from The City
College of New York.
Currently a
renowned
painter and photographer
ac;ide from his fllm work, Ros·
ales said his biggest motivation for doing films like MEl
Regcso de lencho" developed
from his wanting to teach the
world about life in Latin
America.
"The movie brings a lot of
attention to the practices and
policies that the governments
and the police is taking that
targets the youth (of the
region)," be said.
"El Regeso de Lencho" tells
the story of • lencho, who
returned to his native
Guatemala and used his mod·

....................

ern art to institute drastic
social changes. He then makes
enemies with those who dominate the grief.stricken country and who gain their power
from globaJiultion taking
place in Latin America.
Rosales said he hoped the
audience took both the onthe-surface danger story he
presented and the wanting to
take action when in need.
"The message that I want to
create was about awareness of
all the violence that is happening in Guatemala against the
youth," he said. "It is promot·
ing the habit of becoming
organized for artistic, political, work and basic human
rights."
When it came to the social

'Theft can be prevented by awareness, DeVoss
said.
"Good precautions, common precautions
would be t6 not leave your room unlocked when
yo'u leave," he said. "There is a good sense of
community in all of our residential collt"ges and
the kids inwact with e~h other and they leave
their doors open."
DeVoss also snid he is concerned about students forgetting to lock their doors.
"It's a really good relationship we all have, but
I do worry that students leave their doors
unlocked too much, too many times,~ he st1ld.
"Be cognizant of your surroundings. To b<.>
secure, leave )'our doors locked."
This goes bcrund locking residential college
doors. he said. It is also important to lock c~1r
doors and not to leave valuables in sight in \'Chicles, he said.
Along with prOtl'c.'ting the safety of propertr. it
is important to protect personal safety, D~Voss
said.
"Ask for an escort, walk with people, take one
second longer and think 'what can I do to be
safer?'" he said.
Pespite. the growth in thefts at Murra}' State,
compared to other universities, numbers are low.
According to the 2009 Western Kentucky University's Annual Campus Security Report, in
responsibility toward telling
the world these issues. Rosales
said Lhe task was difficult but
nevertheless had to be done.
"To me, I do take it as a
responsibility to show ,how
reality is, if I have the privi·
lege to make art and films to
talk about things that matter."
he said. "The reality is that in
Latin America, right now, life
is
very
difficult.
The
economics arc getting worst.
there's no justice and more
corruption exists l~vcry day.
Globalization is devastating
Latin America."
Luis Canales, director of the
institute of international stud·
ies. said Rosales' nlm debut in
Murray was one of th(' first
steps toward diversity.
"A new plan fur a more
diverse
university
was
released and some of those
components call for the creation of cultural awareness,"
Canales said. "This will be a
good contributinn for the Lmino culture."
Some of the events devised
for this plan, like the International Bazaar Week. is geared
for students to have intl•ractions with worlds they most
likely would never have.
Canales said.
Said Canales: "The international organization is composed of everyone from many
different countries. It is a
great opportunity for many
students to engage in other
cultures without leaving the
country."
Contact Villanut'Vil <H
svillanuct-a@mul·raystatc.t.•du.

200Y, there were 51 alcohl!l violati~ms and 43
drug violations. At Murray State in the same
year, liquor violations totalled 19. Western Kentucky's drug violations totaled 43 for the 2009
year. while Murray State maintained 10, a significant drop from the 26 in 2008.
In 2009, there was $1;200 of damage due to
fires in residential facilities on campus, accord·
ing to the annual Fire R~port. In 2010. however.
then.~ wa:. only a $105 worth of damage done to
residential f.1cilities. All fires were unintentional.
Despite th~ little training the Murray State
Police has in firefighting, they arc stiU dispatched.
"First and foremost, our response is one to
deal with all the safety issues on campus. We
don't necessarily fight fires, but we do have
some training and have put out lots of fires
before the fire department could get there."
DeVoss said.
President Randy Dunn s•lid he is Wiltchful of
data from Public Safety.
"When I came here a numh~r of years ago, the
university touted itself l)n hl'ing one of the safest
universities in the country," he said. "Over time,
we've seen some things inl!rcase, some things
lessen," he said. "[ am concerned enough that I
want to keep watch on it."
Contact Russcll@hrusscll@murraystate.edu.

Several students came to watch Rosale's production In the Currls Center
Theater Sept lT. The film discussed Guatemalan oovernment policies.
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Early-monting blaze destroys factory
OUvia Medovich
Staff writer
Fire crews worked to extinguish
the ftre at Ellis Popcorn Company on
Poplar Street Thesday morning.
As of Wednesday afternoon fire
crews were still investigating the
cause of the blaze, .Eric Pologruto,
Fire Chief for the city of Murray, said.
"Our investigator just got started
doing the investigation and be will be
back out there Thursday," Pologruto
said earlier this week. "There is no
speculation as to what caused the fire
and depending on what evidence can
be collected it is a possibility we may
not know."
He said the department received
the call at about 5 a.m. and declared
the ftre under control late Thesday
morning.
It is not certain when the building
will be turned over to the owner,
Pologruto said.
"Even yet today that . building is
going to be smoldering and pockets
of embers will be there for the next
couple of days,• he said Wednesday.
Pologruto said the Calloway Coun·
ty Fire Department assisted in putting out the ftrc.
"There was roughly around 45 per·
sonnet on the scene," he said.
No one was injured during the fire,
he said.. However, one fireftghter was
sent to the hospital from the scene.
"A Calloway County firefighter
went to the hospital for heat exhaus·
tion and later was released," he said.
Pologruto said the Murray Fire
Department sends its best wishes to

the owners of the company.
Michael Sunderland, plant manager for Ellis Popcorn Company, said it
is uncertain who discovered the ftre.
"'We are not 100 percent sure who
called the fire in," Sunderland said.
"We believe it was one of the police
patrol cars."
Sunderland said ftre crews worked
around the clock to keep the flames
under control.
"Fire crews were here from approximately 5 a.m. and were on sight
throughout the night and have been
here off and on throughout the day,"
he said.
Sunderland said the ftre has devastated him.
"I've worked here ll·and·a·half
years," be said. "This company has
been my livelihood and been family
for me. Being a small company we are
all close. Everyone we work with is
like family and it's been that way ever
since we started."
He said the company is touched by
the support the community has
shown it.
"On behalf of the company we have
been very moved by the reaction of
the fire department and everyone
that was here with the fire depart·
ment and the community in general
has been fantastic," Sunderland said.
"Everyone has step~d forward to
help us and we have been really
moved by that."
Ellis Popcorn currently employs 10
people, Sunderland said. The employees have questioned keeping their
jobs.
"There initially have been some

concerns about job security, but
beyond that they have been con·
cemed as to how the owner is han·
dling this," he said. "It was her
father's business and they have been
very diligent about making sure we
have all the help we need."
Sunderland said Ellis Popcorn
Company has been in Murray for
almost 25 years and has been in busi·
ness for more than 70 years.
He said despite the ftre it is business as usual for the company.
"For business it means that we have
run into a temporary wall, which we
will get past," Sunderland said. "We
are in the process of relocating so
that we can continue business and we
will move forward ."
At this point it is uncertain when
people will be allowed in the building
again, Sunderland said.
"We really don't have any solid
news yet," he said. "We don't know at
this point if it is structurally safe for
us to go in. There isn't a whole lot we
can say."
Sunderland said this location was
the base of the operation.
·
"The front of the building was used
as office space and production and
processing went on at this plant as
well," he said.
The factory has contracted with
local fanners over the years to
process their popcorn, Sunderland
•
said.
"There }Viii be absolutely no
change for local famers," Sunderland
said. "We are wo"rking to see it is busi·
ness as usual with customers. Opera·
tions are still going on to take grain

Jesse Carruthers/The New$

Afire flohter walks out the back of the EHis Popcorn Co. Tuesday afternoon.
from the farmers."
Sunderland said the company will
take things one step at a time.
"We still have a long road ahead of
us with this building, but we will
rebuild," he said.
Ellis Popcorn Company provided
every pound of popcorn for Smart

Foods Popcorn.
The company shipped popcorn all
over the world and at one point in
time Ellis Popcorn was in every pro·
fessional sports arena in Texas and
· illinois.

Contact Medovich at omedovich@
murraystate.edu.

1998 Hester College Fire
tion, a safety videotape and a fire hose spray.
The first 100 students to visit the stations
received free fire safety T-shirts.
.,
· West Kentucky Rural Electric power company also set up a booth to demonstrate bow to
prevent common electrical f1res.
Jeff Steen, public safety emergency manager
for campus, said Fire Safety Day has been held
every year for the last 20 years.
Steen said fire safety day is important for
campus because it gives students basic tools for
dealing with fires.
"For many students this is their first time
away from home and there is a lot of new things
going on in their lives," Steen-said. "We want to
~.,
1 11x:nak~ sp,m they, ~P,der~ta!l~ fl~e s,af~ty is lm.por~ant.' r ' I
;
' I
'
The day lies only weeks after the 13th
anniversary of the 1998 Hester College ftre,
which killed one student and injured another.
Steen said the University was aware of fire
safety before the incident, but major statewide
changes were made to university fire prepared)cs~ Cclrruthers/The News
ness as a result.
Astudent holds a hloh-powered water hose at the annual fire Day on Sepl28.
"The big change that occurred state wide
after the fire was re-emphasis of sprinkler sys·
tems in college dormitories," he said.
Steen said Fire Safety Day helped one student
prevent what could have been a disaster. . ·
Three years ago, Steen said, a man stepped
mental Safety and Health held Campus Fire
OUvia Medovich
inside one of the residential colleges to light a
Safety Day on Sept. 28 in the Free Speech Zone.
Staff writer
pipe and threw the match in a wastebasket
. Fire safety stations were set up for students to
catching it on fire.
practice fire safety. The stations included a
The department of public safety and emerA resident was able to use nearby fire extin·
smoke bouse, a ftre extinguisher training sta·
gency management and the Office of Environguisber to put out the fire.

University recognizes Fire Day

"As a result of the fire extinguisher training
the student was able to put the fire out," he said.
"The student said it was just like the training."
Jamie Sears, communications and media relations coordinator for WKRE, said the company
was grateful to be asked to come and speak with
students.
"We never turn down an opportunity to talk
about safety around electricity and provide
information to college students in the dorms,"
Sears said.
She said electrical fires can be started easily,
but are as easily preventable.
"With the proper education on our part we
know that ~one will do their best to be safe
around electi'icity," she said.
One of the easiest ways to start an electrical
fire is to overload an outlet, Sears said.
"The best way to prevent this is to use .1 surge
protector and make sure your outlets look like
they are safe," she said.
WRKE wants students to remember everything they have learned about being safe around
electrical lines, she said.
"We hope they get all the safety information
and never have to use it, but if they do, they will
know what to do in a bad situation." she said.
Cbakeya Bowen, junior from Brownsville.
Tenn., said it is better for people to be prepared
for a fire than not to be.
"I'm an OSHA major and I'm in a fire safety
class and I think it's an important issue that people need to be aware of," Bowen said.

Contact
Medovich
murraystatc.edu.
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Centershots

enan

·for the love of the game _and my dad

I

For some it's the swish of a basketball
in the net or the splash of a swimmer
diving into the pool - it's the defmitive
sound of their sport. For others it's the
slice of skates on the ice or tbe force of
bodies colliding on the football field
that tells a story of their athletic pur·
suits.
For me it's the sound of silence until
the long anticipated shot breaks across
Sophie
the cool, gray cement rifle range. With McDonald
a flick of the wrist, the bolt opens and a
Sports Editor
small gold cartridge ejects from the
rifle, bounces on the ground, echoes in slow motion and
brings me comfort found only in shooting.
My love for rifle was cultiva~ed from an early age by my
dad. A national high-power rifle shooter himself, he was
once in the top-50 shooters in the U.S. Because of my dad's
shooting career and my mom's involvement as official statistician of almost all of his matches, I had been exposed to
target shooting since I was in utero. My sister and l sold
concessions at dad's competitions and learned to score targets and reload ammunition with him at home so we could
be more involved as a family.
Because I wanted to be just Uke my dad in every way, and
my dream of playing basketball for the Chicago Bulls didn't work out, I started shooting on my ninth birthday.
Following my first experience shooting, dad drove me to
the rifle range every Saturday morning for a junior rifle
program and every Monday night for 4-H rifle club.
After I struggled to grasp the sport, and one of the 4-H
coaches told me I would never succeed in shooting, my
dad began coaching me. He was the one to discover I was
left-eye dominant - an important thing to know for shooting - and the one to push me to excel in everything.
Soon, the weekend of my frrst competition arrived. Dad
and I packed our van the night before the intense match, a
small4-H match in the tiny city of Green River, Ky., and my
mom made us a big breakfast before we set out early Saturday morning.
We got to the match and before I knew it my relay
arrived. I got settled onto my firing point to shoot the
brand new .22-caliber smallbore target rifle, a birthday gift
from dad who stood with other parents behind the firing
line taking a million and a half pictures to capture the big
day.
Then the moment came we had been working toward for
months - the first shots of my first competition.
Bang.
r shot the wrong target and that was my grand entrance
into the world of competitive target shooting.
• Despite the rough start of the flrst match, I was in love
with the barely-publicized sport and my dreams of success
on the rifle range soared along with my match scores over
the next several years.
Through those years a .177-caliber air rifle joined my
smallbore rifle as local matches turned to statewide competitions, which turned to national competitions. I won the
Kentucky 4-H State Championships 11 years in a row and
set two state records during my shooting career, and my
dream of an Olympic gold medal grew with each passing
day.
My mom and dad sacrificed so much time and money to
create a platform for me to grasp those dreams, including
my dad placing his shooting career on the backburner in
order to travel around the country to my competitions
instead of his.
Have I mentioned he's ·my hero? He is.
After giving up high-power shooting, my dad began
teaching himself to shoot international-style so we could
compete together, which we did for a few years. Many a
day was spent training with him refining our shooting
positions, watching videos and listening to tapes on mental management.
My parents learned the ins and outs of Olympic-style
rifle and scoring procedures and volunteered at matches,
making shooting a true family affair.
Some of my favorite memories of shooting were made
during the National Junior Olympics at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo., where I placed in
the top 10 percent of the nation and met some of the greatest people in the world.
Because of shooting I've been coached by Olympic
champions and met numerous Olympians from all over the
world including athletes from other sports such as Michael
Phelps, Apolo Ohno and the U.S. Paralympic women's vol~
leyball team.
Through shooting I learned to focus strategically, analyze productively and thiQk technically. My dad taught me,
despite the amount of hours we put into becoming the best
shooters we could be, life wasn't about a sport or reaching
the next goal. He was quick to remind me success never
satisfies but leaves one searching for the next big break
and that my strength was in the Lord and not my own ability.
He pushed me to my limits and then some to build character and develop a spirit of perseverance and he never
missed an opportunity to teach a life lesson or remind me
of the bigger picture.
In high school, I began pursuing colleges with rifle
teams, one of which was Murray State. Because I'm from
Paducah, Ky., I was familiar with the impressive rifle program the Racers established and had every intention of
one day representing Murray State in the sport I loved.
However, due to a shoulder injury and God closing the
book on my shooting plans, the chapter of shooting came
to an end.
Despite never competing in the OVC Championships or
NCAAs with the Murray State team, I am so thankful to
have the ability to write about our prestigious rifle team
from a perspective different than most writers.
Though my days of shooting competitively are most
likely over, the lessons learned through my favorite sport
are lasting and applicable to every day life: perfection is
unattainable, improvement is always possible and sometimes the best fans. coaches and friends are family.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.
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~nlor Kienan CUllen. a Louisville, Ky.. native. kicks durtnv a March sprino practice at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Special teams star kicks it up a notch for fmal season
Dylan StiDSOD
Assistant Sports Editor
Senior kicker/punter Kienan Cullen is a little bit more athletic
than your average special teams star. Cullen was a three-sport athlete
at Butler High School in Louisville, Ky., playing soccer, basketball
and football. What may come as a surprise to most about Cullen is
he has only been kicking and punting footballs for a short time. Football was the last sport Cullen chose to play, but it:seems he caught on
to the game quickly.
"1 didn't start playing football until my JU-~rrothigh ~Mol
because I played soccer all my life and
ifJMir-sor-aicl:l"or
arship to play football, so I figured why not try it; Cullen said.
Immediately after joining the team he took over all kicking and
punting duties for the Racers and began his legacy as the team's goto guy on special teams.
Cullen had a phenomenal freshmen season averaging 37.4 yards on
51 punts and 12 punts downed inside the 20. Cullen also went 14-for20 on field goals with a long of 41, was 27-of-29 on extra-point
attempts and averaged 55.3 yards on 47 kickoffs with two touchbacks.
Cullen would go on to earn 2009 First-Team All-OVC Punter, 2009
Second-Team All-OVC Kicker and 2009 Preseason AU-OVC Kicker
due to performance during his freshman season.
Needless to say, Cullen had pressure surrounding him before his
sophomore season started, but Cullen saw the hype as a challenge
and not a standard he had to live up to. Cullen averaged 4LO yards on
68 punts and had 15 punts more than 50 yards while having 21 punts
downed inside the 20-yard line. Cullen achieved many accomplishments including a car~r-best 72~yard punt against Tennessee Tech.
Cullen also had a phenomenal year kicking. He finished the season
m.aking 14-of-17 field goals and hit a career-best 48-yard field goal
against SEMO. Cullen was flawless in extra point attempts going a
perfect 22-for-22. Cullen said his favorite memory as a Racer was
from his sophomore season whep he went 3-for-3 and kicked the
game winning field goal against Tennessee State.
After Cullen's breakout sophomore season he was picked for 2010
First-Team. All-Commonwealth 2010, Flrst-Team All-OVC Kicker
2010, Preseason All-OVC J,>unter and 2010 Preseason All-OVC Kick-

q'•• W'

Melissa Ruhlman/The News

Kienan Cullen watches his teammates In a oame earlier this season.
er. Cullen had '3nother great season connecting on 15-of-23 of his
field goal attempts. Six of his 15 scores were 40 yards or greater. He
went 44-for-48 on extra~point attempts and set school records for
extra-point attempts and makes. against Missouri State when he went
9-for-10. Cullen had yet another strong punting season also averaging 40.8 yards on 48 punts. He booted eight punts more than SO yards
and had 10 punts downed inside the 2Q-yard line while amassing 11
touchbacks, including five against Eastern Illinois.
Cullen has given the Racers a lot of excitement at Murray State,
but as his time winds down, he contemplates his next move in,life.
"My plan is to go back to Louisville and get a nice teaching job and
kind of just hang out, nothing too serious. r want to teach special
education like high school behavior disorders."
There are many things Cullen will miss when he leaves Murray
State, but the things be will miss most will be his friends he has made
over the years on the Racers football team.
"The thing I'll miss most is just the competition and being around
90 of my friends everyday," Cullen said.
One thing is for sure, Racer fans will miss No. 3 just as much as he
will miss Murray State.
Contact Stinson at dstinsorllO@murraystate.edu.

Returning home and to the Dome
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

td

As the Racers head south., I face Georgia
State, some players are retupting to their
hometowns and old stomping, grounds.
More than 10 players and coaches are
from the Peach State and a:Je looking forward to playing in front pf family and
friends.
1
"It's going to be pretty exdting, I'm happy
to go back,"' Dontrell Johnsop, senior defensive back from Moultrie, Ga. said. "It's like
two or three hours from n;iy house so I'm
probably going to have a 1ot of people in
there - so we have to win that game."
For junior defensive bapk Julian Whitehead, playing in the Ge<>rg1a Dome is a
chance to play in the energy-pumped environment for the second time.
"It's just down the street from where I'm
from so it's exciting," t~e Stone Mountain
native said. "I'll have a' lot of family and
friend there, It'll be exciting to be back in
the Dome, it will be my second time plaYing
there, the first time since high school and
rm looking forward to that. It's a great
atmosphere. Georgia State is a large school
so they'll have a lot of fans there, it's a young
team so there will be a lot of school spirit."
Whitehead said the team is ready to play

Illustration by Erin JackeVThe News

Players and coaches return to their home state.
the Georgia State Panthers.
"You always want to do well in front of
your family and friends, you always want to
put on a .good show so we're going down
there to do that," he said. "I'm really excited,

we've got to be the most excited team. It's
going to be good."
The Dome is home of the Atlanta Falcons
and has a capacity of 71,228.
"It's a pro stadium and you've got that in
your mind," Whitehead said. "A lot of big
games happen there: SEC Championships,
high school playoffs, you just know that
whenever you play in the Dome it's a big
game, so you have to bring your best game
and you've got to be ready."
Saturday's game will be Coach Chris
Hatcher's first time to play in a dome.
''It will be a unique experie.nce," he said.
"Some of our guys played the semi-finals of
the state championship in the Georgia
Dome and it will be neat."
Hatcher bails from Macon, Ga., and
expects a good showing of support for himself and the team during the game.
"We've got a bunch of (friends and family)
and a bunch of folks who can get there and·
1 have some good fans who supported me at
Georgia Southern and Valdosta State as well
so I'm really hoping we go down there and
play well," be said. "We get to play where
the Falcons play and close to my hometown,
so we're looking forward to going down to
Georgia and putting on a good show."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.
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Softball

lile photQs

Junior Shelby Kosmecki pitches in the 5-3 win against Belmont In April in which theSomerset, Ky~ native had six strikeouts.

Racers beSt
No.3 team
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

Cox bats during the game against Belmont last season.

Sophomore Leslie Bridges prepares to run against Alabama in April.
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Don~ Miss

The Racers served Alabama, the third ranked team in the country, a helping of defeat 8-2 before crushing Western Kentucky 7·0
only hours Later on Saturday in Bowling Green, Ky.
"It was a good win for us; it's Alabama. they're at the World Series every year." pitcher Shelby Kosmecki said. "I think everyone
had a little nerves going into the first game but everyone kept their
composure and came out and everyone played well all around."
During the break between the Alabama and WKU game Kos·
mecki said the players encoura~d each other to maintain their performance.
"In the past we've struggled keeping everything together to win
a series of games nnd we came out and did that," she said. ''Every~ne did a great job. We kl'pt hltt ing the ball and everyone kept their
composure in thnt, too."
The 10 new players are making a difference, she s:tid. ,
"After the Western game, one of our leaders, Megan Glosser, mt.!ntioned how in the past WI! struggled with winning series and how
we've kind ofidentificd ourselves with that and it's become a stigma
we couldn't get past; but all these freshmen arc coming in and they
have no idea that happened so they just came in and played the
whole day and never asked, 'Ohman, I wonder if we'll play the same
as we did before?' Tht~y·re bringing a newness to the team," Kosmecki said.
• Sophomore pitcher and centerfieldcr Leslie Bridges said a quick
bond has formed with new players ns returners are stepping up.
"They know what it's like to play at that levt!l ilfld I already see a
difference in them and how much they've grown and the leadership
coming out of that," she said. "I'm really excited to see wh:lt the
team can do now."
The team has a different identity than ever before, something
Coach Jay Pyron said is a good thing in this case.
"It's pretty exciting to see how the team is coming together and
developing,'' he said. "I think how we were able to maintain the level
of play throughout the day says a lot abour our leadership and
growth they've shown in maturing both mentally nnd physically in
learning the game."
The Racers look to sustain their mindsct against l'Oiid teams, includin!! Saturday's home game against Shawnt>c State University.
llyron said.
"lt's prt>tty fun to sec the team getting a chance to play good com·
petition; we didn't really get that last year," he said. "We won some
games, but this year we're getting tested by teams that are perennial
powers and regional opponents we go up against in rcrruiting."
The first pitch of the double header will be thrown at 2 p.m. Saturday at Racer Field.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystatc.edu.
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Delaney Howso
Golf has officially teed off this season at Murray State. Being a
diverse group in talent, Racer athletes hail from as close as Paducah, Ky.. w as far a:. other countries around the world. Delancy
Howson, a sophomore from Newmarket, Ontario, is golfmg for her
second season at Murray State.
Howson left the 2010-11 season with an impressive seventh place
overall finish at the OVC championships with rounds of 75-79-73.
She also placed fourth at the Northern Illinois University Snowbird lntcrcollcgiate and the Arkansas State University Red Wolves
Classic last season. Additionally, she was OVC Freshman of the
Year and was named to the Ali-OVC first team, leaving a lasting
impression.
Howson got her start in golf when she was 13.
"My brothers got me started with golf." she said. "A g(>lf course
was right across from us and they got memberships. so 1 got
dragged along."
Originally just a pastime for Howson, golf didn't become competitive for her until she was 15.
"I st~trted ~oing into competitions,'' she said. "That's when I realized it was getting pretty serious."
Prior to joining the golf team at Murray State, Howson partici·
patcd in other sports.
''Befort• coming here, I played ice hockey,'' she said. "I liked it.lt
was really fun. I also did a bit of figure skating,"
She prepares herself for competition by listening to her iPod on
shuffle, Howson said.
"I listen tu pretty much everything,'' she said. ''It gives me a little motivation."
Although the transition from high school to collegiate golf has
been smooth, Howson said the changes were noticable.
"College golfing is so different because it's more of a team sport
instead of an individual sport," she said. "Your coaches talk to rou
u lot more in college golf. They were never allowed to talk to me
back when 1 was in regular tournaments. It's much more S(~rious
and it's a completely different tournament style."
With homt!sickness and the overall adjustment of being su far
away, Howson said school can be difficult sometimes.
"It gets rough not being able to see your family and friends for
four months at a time," she said. ~1 really miss my parents and my
dog. Not seeing my dog is probably the toughest thing."
Though it can be rough living in a different country, Howson
said that she enjoys being a student-athlete at Murray State.
"I've met a lot of great people here in Murray,'' she said. "It gives
you a lot of opportunities, especially for me as an athlete. I have a
lot of fun here."
Howson and the team's next competition is Monday and Tuesday at the Austin Peay Intercollegiate in Hopkinsville, Kr.

Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.

For the second consecutive week, the Racer rifle team came
away with a win, but the opponent its facing this weekend will
challenge the team in a way that few other competitors can.
Last weekend the Racers placed fourth of fourteen in the Ole
Miss Invitational, falling to only one OVC team, with JackSonville
State University shooting an aggregate score :12 points higher than
Murray State.
Though they didn't win overall, Head Coach Allan Lollar was
optimistic.
"I thought we had a pretty good weekend," Lollar said. "We did
a lot of things right. We placed four shooters above 570 in smallbore, that's always nice."
Though the match was a good starting point, it lt•ft plenty to improve on, Lollar said.
"Air rifle was a little down," he said. "We were not :1s consistent
as we need to be. !.thought we shot the sling positions ••t a good
level for tl,lis time.of the year. We expect to get better as w~ go
along, but we started a pretty good place."
Nevertheless, several of Lollar's shooters had impressive showings at University of Mississippi last weekend.
"Bill (Harvey) had his second straighl week with a personal best
in air rifle with a 580," Lollar said. "A really nice job, h1:'s showing
more consistency and control this year. Katie (Cleven) had a nice
air day with a 590."
This Saturday the University of Alaska-Fairbanks will make a
visit to the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range, after,a shooter placed fifth
last year in the NCAA air rifle championships.
"Alaska's a very good team," Lollar said. "They had a stretch
where they won nine out of eleven NCAA Championships.
They're always in the top four or five and we alway~ look forward
to them coming in. They're a chance to compete and measure what
we've got going on."
However infectious Lollar's calm demeanor, it doesn't seem to
have spread to his shooters just yet.
"They get excited about any chance they get to shoot, but
against the people that are normally the best in the country? It gets
them going a little more," he said. "We just try tu get them in a
comfort zone that allows them to focus on the shut instl•ad of
what's going on around them or the shot."
Lollar's goal is not necessarily a certain score, but rather a certain eifcct on his shooters, he said.
"We're trying to get them used to shooting against those people," Lollar said. "That way if you're lucky enough to gl't (the
NCAAs), hopefully they're not looking around wondering if they
belong there."
The Racers face off against Alaska-Fairbanks at H a.m. Sanm.Jay
in the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledl'?etcer@murroystate.edu.
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Volleyball

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Tea01lookstoturn
around season

Pay them to play them: Part 2

JaciKohn
Sti)ff writer
Coming off a 3-1 win against Southern Illinois University at F.dw;mlsville on Tuesday, the Murray State volleyball team hits the road
to take on two rough opponents. The Racers face Tennessee State today
and Austin Peay on Saturday.
The Racers were in a two-game losing streak before the SlU-E game
and the team looks to carry the momentum into the upcoming matches.
"This is a win that we needed to get," Coach David Schwepker said.
"We will be back in the gym and hopefully we'll use this as a learning
experience."
Team captain K.ayleah Sauer said the win was a plus and the team
can learn from the game and take it into the next one.
"Just coming off of a win it's always easier to go into the next game."
she said. "But hopefully it doesn't get into our heads that we arc thinking that we have already got the next game."
The two conference matches this weekend will be difficult for the
Racers hut Schwepkcr said if they win he will be excited.
Murray State has not lost to Tennessee State in two years. However,
Schwepker said the team has matured and turned into a very athletic
ream to face since their last encounter with the Tigers.
"(Tennessee State) has some very good hitters on their team, that
have been with the team for a while and matured in the last two years,"
Schwepker said. "They jump out of the gym and hit the crud out of the
ball. 1 think we are going to sec maybe one of the most athletic teams
illl)Ur conference."
Although Austin Peay may not have had the best start to its season,
Schwepker said he believes the team is going to become a strong conference contender. The Governors have been known to run a fast offense, which is how they won last year, he said.
"By doing that it gets everybody el-.c out of system," Schwepker said.
"When they are in system they arc very tough to beat."
The Racers have individual goals they need to work on during the
gaml' while the main thing the team needs to work on is building confidence in their skills and team. Schwcpkcr said he wants the girls passing and hitting at a high level.
"We can play well and then all of a sudden we just drop that confidl•ncc and I don't know why," he said. "We are trying to work on that."
Sauer addressed the mental focus the team must achieve in upcoming games.
"Go in with the mentality that we are going to work hard but don't
think that you already have the game," Sauer said. "When you go into
a game thinking you already have it then you are not going to play to
your best ability.'"
The Racers go up against the Tennessee State Tigers at 7 p.m. today
in Nashville, Tenn.

contact Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.edu.

Sophomore Casey Bucher hits against Tennessee Tech last week.

Intramurals

.s
Gams' Sons Of Pl.tches wm· champt·onshl·p

1..3st week I asked the question ....-------,=---...,
"Should a college athlete be compensated for performance?" I then directed
you to the report "The Price of Poverty
in Big Time College Sport." which was
co-authored by a professor from the
University of Drexel and the president
of the National College Players Association.
The report, found at www.ncBen
panow.org. explains the argument why
Morrow
universities that rake in tens of millions
of dollars through athletic programs Sports columnist
every year should be allowed to pay the athletes who create
the demand in the first place. The repon details 'how the
so-called compensation of academic scholarships fails to
cover basic monetary needs for the athletes, and in many
cases, even fails to meet the NCAA's own definition of a
"full scholarship". It reminds the reader that the athletes
who create the market often don't have the spending money
that even most poor college students enjoy.
But where does this leave schools like Murray State? lf
doomsday for amateurism ever occurs and athletes are permitted to receive compensation (real money) based on athletic revenue of their universities, how would it affect
athletes at schools like ours?
First things first. Let's see how the NCAA could get to the
point of compensating athletes before we look at whether
the Racers could enjoy those benefits.
First, we need to understand this might not happen for
years despite the national push toward fairness for these
student workers. The NCAA is a monolithic institution and
doesn't embrace change quickly. Issues like fair revenue for
mostly black, underprivileged young people are embraced
in the university marketplace of ideas and ignored when
those same university officials arc asked to open their wallets.
University presidents and athletic directors, who make
up a large number of the NCAA elite, rarely take a definitive
punlic stand for the little man. Su don't hold your breath
that the NCAA will soon cave on the romantic but archaic
idea of athletes "who will turn pro in something other than
sports."
Second, if the NCAA ever docs compromise in a theoretical sense, officials will then hide behind the impracticality
argument. They will say because the NCAA is so large. and
because individual athletic conferences have so much individual freedom, it would be a ncar impossibility to organize
one system of compensation.
That's a lazy argument.
'l1wre have been many good alternatives proposed by
groups and individuals alike that could work. The NCAA
could allow athletes to be compen5atcd from outside ~td
vertising. Think Isaiah Canaan shooting baskets from his
knees in Toyota of Murray's parking lot for spending money.
Other ideas include a revenue sharing system like the ones
the NFL and NBA use. Others have suggested a method o(
paying coaches and athletic directors that is capped and
based on a tiered structure, with a percentage of funds

golni into a seppate accouru for students to be used for ed-
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Jonathan Ferris
St;l ff writer
Two softball champions were crowned
Wl·dnesday.
After winning their semifinal matchups,
the men's bracket featured Scared Hitless
and Sons of Pitches while the women were
represented by the Hart A and Alpha
Gamma Delta teams.
The men began first and after a hard
fought game, Sons of Pitches held on with a
S-3 victory over Scared Hitless.
"I think they will represent Murray State
really well," Greg Deahl. Scared Hitless team
member, said. "They were nothing but respectful to us and I think they will play really strongly."
The second gan1e of the week was the
women's championship matchup. Alpha
Gamma Delta was coming off its huge win
uver Alpha Omicron Pi Thesday night and
was read)' to end their season victorious.
However, Hart began the game with other
plans in mind. Jenny Russell made it to third
base, allowing Morgan West to drive her
home with a one-run single. giving Hart the
first run of the game.
After some great defense by both teams,
the Gams came out strong in the bottom of

the third. Stephanie Green drove a single
into the outfield and, to the crowd's delight,
team captain Whitney Gardner drove Grt•cn
home with a line-drive double and evened
the game at 1·1.
The first two runs proved important as
stellar defense. including a diving slllp in the
fourth by Han's shortstop, would keep the
game even through the full six innings.
The championship would be decided in
extras.
In the top of the cighth, Jenny Russell hit
a sacrifice fly to drive in a Han runner from
third, putting Hart in position to take home
the championship.
Needing one run to stay alive, and two to
win the championship, the Gams started the
bottom of the eighth with consecutive hits.
With runners on first and third, Lace)'
Walker smacked a double to left. bringing
home one run and keeping Alpha Gamma
Delta alive.
With one out, Lacey Walker advanced to
third and Emily Bebout came to bat. Needing
only one run for her team to become the
champs. Bebout lofted a tall fly to left field.
Walker tagged up and beat the throw front
the outfield, sealing her team's victory.
By a score of3-2, Alpha Gamma Delta won
the20ll Women's Intramural Championship.

Championship hero Walker said she was
readr to run when standint; on third base as
the potential winning run.
"I knew then• w:rs just one out and I was
just going to sprint when It \\'ilS hit and if 1
got out I got our, but I ended up safe and it
was awesome," she said. "Our <:oach. Casey
Brockman, gave us 3 very mspirational
speech to pump us up for the game and
when we got down we all just got together
and tuok our time and dtdn't g~t too h~
up when it was close. We all just caml' together and pulled out a wm."
Walker said she had fun this seasorL
"My favorite part. of the season was when
we had t)ur dose games, we all just came togethcr as a team and we had fun and we
ended up coming out with the win," she .said.
Gardner delivered for her team in the
d d nvmg
·
h"1p, gomg
·
I'
· · 1·n
c h amp1ons
3-JOr-4 an
one of Gamma's three runs and said she was
proud of her team over the season.
"I am so proud of the wa}' we stuck togethcr and stayed positive," Gardner said.
"There wasn't one urne this wholl' year we
C\'Cr got down about anything."
After a hard fllught season and nn incredibly exciting finalt won ights, Alpha Gamma
Delta took home the title of champions.
Ccmlact l·erris Cit iferris2(almurray.<.tute.edu.

allowances. Perhaps
schnols that fall under a certain working budget amount can
get a discount for annual NCAA fees. (It currently costs
Murray State more than $300,000 per year to be an NCAA
member.)
The ideas go on and on. The argument that a compensation program couldn't be figured our is a shortsighted one.

Third, could Murray State athletes ever get in on such a
program? The shon answer is probahly not. Unless the
NCAA employs a socialistic type of revenue sharing among
its hundreds of schools and drastically changes how NCAA
officials, coaches and athletic dcpanments arc paid, the dolIars will probably always be directed toward the "big time
college" teams.
This should not be unexpected. After all, the argument
of compensation originates from the premise that thl!se athlctcs arc making a ton of money for their universities. Pay
the players who bring in the dough. At Florida and Texas
this assertion is true. At Murray State, it simply isn't.
There is a certain cutoff where universities stop making
money through athletics and start funding them at a loss.
That cutoff is somewhere near the bottom of FRS ("big time
college") schools. FCS (not "big time college") schools like
Murray State arc just happy to be in the conversation. At
this level. a scholarship truly is closer to the average nthtete's worth as the report would define it, assuming that
scholarship actually covers the studl·nt's cost of living.
Murray State's financial difficulties arc often hard to see.
U nivcrsity officials direct a large amount of budgeted funds
toward putting a good face on the university for the sake of
drawing in more students. I.ikc the federal government,
Murray State often pays for projects and programs it cannot
afford in hopes of creating revenue that doesn't yet exist.
Like the federal government, it is an economic system that
is crumbling and totally unsustainable in the long term.
This is why when teachers finally get a pay raise they
suddenly have no money for chalk in the classrooms or,
more importantly, research funds for the school. Faculty
raises or new groundskccping projects arc not indicative of
a growing bank account; officials arc simply moving the
university's limited funds around like a shell game. This explains why the University's approach toward alumni is simply to beg for funds instead of developing a truly efficient
alumni base to aid graduates. This is why you as a student
are encouraged to go study abroad even while departments
arc de funding their scholarships for such programs. Explore
your world: just don't ask us for assistance.
What do these financial issues have to do with athletics?
As one of the smaller schools not raking in the dough from
TV contracts and nationwide merchandise sales, Murray
State upholds its athletic department by supplementing it
through the annual budget with tuition dollars and state tax
dollars and with revenue from the men's basketball program.
Case in point: when the RSEC (ahem. I mean the CFSB
Center) was renamed, who got the sponsorship money? The
men's basketball team? Nope. The athletic department at
large. In other words. $3 million went to sports that were
not sustaining themselves financially instead of the one
team that keeps itself<and other teams) afloat. Title IX and
its requirements are a huge reason for this. but keeping
women's sports alive is not the only financial issut~. The
football team costs the University more than $1 million per
year alone according to the University budget.
Since .Murray State will never realistically reach an income of the larger schools, our athletes should hope for the
day when the NCAA allows local advertising compensation
or small spending accounts. Athletes who bring dollars into
the University deserve more compensation than the average
student. Frankly, it may be a long time before Racer athletes
sec any more than a "full" scholarship for their work.

Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murruystate.edu.
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FALL INTO FASHION
Red Ponte Kint Blazer
CharlotteRusse.com
$36.99

Phot<)~

Lindsey Summers, junior from Corydon, Ind.• said she loves vintage clothing for the fall season.

hy JL~5(' G.lrru rhcr$

Meng Ma, junior international student from Beijing, China, said she loves dressing up for classes.

Lower temperatures create fashion trend changes
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
The crispness in the air, vibrant leaves decorating the Quad
... and more cardigans than you can count. It's time for fall fashion at Murray State.
Cardigans have been a staple piece of fall fashion for several
years. Carolyn Elleman, junior from Glasgow, Ky., said a cardigan is her essential item this season because oflts versatility.
"Whether ther be light or heavy, cardigans go with everything," she said.
Of course, fashion this season is about more than a simple
cardigan. It's about taking something as simple as a cardigan,
and making it pop. That's why accessories. for both men and
women, arc crucial to landing that perfect look.
When most people think of accessories, their minds automatically stop on jewelry. However, fall accessories include
more than a mere bracelet. The idea is to accent something
down-to-earth with vibrant fall colors and patterns.
For most students, a scarf will du just that. Brian Kinnaman.
:;enlor from Hazelwood, Mo., said he uses scarves to take his

look to th~ next level,
"1 think scarves can be a very simple way to class up a nor~
mal outfit,'' he said. "Take it from a casual look to a more dressy
look instantly."
These items arc available in several colors. as this season
many shades arc im:t>rporated into different styles. There arc
the traditional fall hues we all know and love - red, gold, orange, brown- but there are also new colors this season.
According to reports from fashion week at refinery29.com,
tht~ new colors include plum, sapphire and fuchsia.
Meng Ma, junior international student from Beijing, China.
said she enjors wearing the colors of fall.
While fall fashion provides the opportunity for people to t~dd
a little sparkle to their wardrobes: for some, it gives the chance
to break out those comfy sweats.
Ma s:tid she has noticed many people dressing extremely C;tsual unless they arc giving a presentation or attending a formal, which is 4uite different from Chinese fashion.
Ma has been studying in the U.S, for two years. She said the
diiferences In fall fashion bet\veen Chinese girls and American
girls have hnd au effect on her.

MURRAY ESSENTIALS

Jumping in the puddles is more fun
when your soc~s don't get soaked.

"1 have found that I have changed a little bit since I came tn
America," she said. "I dress much more casually now than I did
in China."
Determining what is "fashionable'' can be a difficult concept
to grasp because of the ever-changing ideas behind it. Fnr instance, if time were wound back 20 years, outfits fearurcd
chunky horizontal stripes, large hooded trench coats and many
other items that belong in 1991.
However, in fashion. trends never stay gone forever. With the
retro vibe making a comeback this season, students arc getting
a taste of '60s, '70s and '80s style.
Lindsey Summers, junior from Corydon, Ind., said she has
many retro favorites. such as her vintage hats and pea coat.
"I love the '60s retro chk items," she said.
Summers said she frequents consignment shops and estate
sales to ftnd unique clothing items.
Different styles are what make the fashion world unique, ami
rl•ganilcss of what your personal preference is, thls fall's line
up has something for you. So. grab your cardigans and scarves
and enjoy the new season.

Contact Putman at aputrnan@mt.trraystate.edu.

To survive the season change at Murray State make sure to keep these items handy.

No one likes to sit through class in a wet
outfit. Keep dry with a slurdy umbrella.

It's cold outside but warm in the classrooms.
Azip-up hoodie allows for quick changes.
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Alumna to showcase music at Thoroughbrewed Cafe
Paige Graves
Staff writer
When Heather Hond graduated from Murray Stat~ in May 2007, she knew she wanted to
move to Nashville to pursue her music career.
Since then, Bond has made a name for herself
.. and will return to her alma mater on Thursday
for a performance in Thoroughbrewed Cafe,
located in Hart Residential College.
"I moved lO Nashville to pursue my music
career the £•lll after I graduated from Murray,n
Hond said. "1 didn't know anyone. didn't really
hnve any expectations. 1 just knew I wanted to
make music for the rest of my life and my
move to Nashville was just the beginning."
Although music is now her career. Bond did
not earn a degree in music while she was in
Murray.
''I didn't major in music because the thought
of being graded on something so sacred turned
me off, so I chose organizational communication - which I loved," she said. "Of course I
needed my music 'fix' so I joined concen
~hoir, chamber singers. participated in things
like All-Campus Sing with Hester College and
Campus Lights. I did most of my songwriting
in my dorm room with my guitar, or in the
practict~ rooms in the Old Fine Arts building
on the piano."
After BonJ moved to Nashville. she found
her first apartment and bought her ftcst keyboard. To get the musical ball rolling. she
spent her time writing songs. going to and
playing shows and meeting people.
"1 t•ventually met a producer that 1 wanted
to work with. and recorded my first EP, 'Walk
Alon<·.'" Bond said.
The •walk Alone' EP released on iTunes
Nov. 3, 2009.
"Shortly after my EP was released, a company in Nashville heard it and asked me to sing
a demo for a German commercial. After hearing tht.• demo, the German company wanted a
full song, as well as a music video. I was flown
to Berlin to star in the music video."
As the commercial aired in Germany, Bond

formed her initial band. "Heather Bond and
The Warbirds." The band recorded a single.
''You're Not Christmas For Me." that was released on Dec. 7, 2010. They played shows in
Nashville. as well as Bond's hometown of
Louisville.
In the spring of2011, .Bond went on tour and
developed the "Heather Bond Trio," which
consists of a cello, piano and trejon. Bond recalled the tour as an amazing one, p laying in
cities including Murray, Chicago, Cincinnati
and Bowling Green.
When Bond was attending Murray State. she
focused on songwriting, knowing it was important to move to Nashville with a large collection of material. She said without the songs.
there would not have been progress to her-current state.
"Right now I am still living in Nashville," she
said. ''This fall marks my fourth year, which is
hard to believe. October is going to be an awesome month for the Heather Bond Trio. We
are going to the srudio soon to re-record 'Walk
Alone; which is the single from my EP. After
the track is finished, we are making a music
video for 'Walk Alone.' We are also playing
shows in Murray, Chattanooga and Nashville,
so it will be an exciting, busy month. In my
free time, I write songs. If I'm not writing, I am
not growing."
Bond's hope is to complete the "Walk
Alone" music video so she can devote her time
to record.ing a full-length album.
"Lately 1 have been 'shopping' for a producer, researching different studios and other
things that are crucial before starting the
process of actually recording," Bond said.
"When the record is complete- and we're talking way future here- I will tour nonstop. Murray will of course be one of our tour dates."
Bond said she loves staying connected with
her friends and fans, and she can be found on
Facebook, Youtube and Twitter. Her Thoroughbrcwed Cafe performance begins at 8:30
p.m. Thursday and is free to the public.
Contact
Graves
at
paige.graves@
murraystate.edu.

Photo court~y of Hcath('r Bond

Heather Bond, 2007 alumna, will performat 8:30 p.m. Thursday In Hart ColleQe's ThoroUQhbrewed Cafe.

SPRING 2011

BOND'S MUSIC JOURNEY

Bond forms The
Heather Bond Trio
and CJOes on tour.

SPRING 2007
Bondgraduates fromMurray state.
She moves to Nashville In the fall.

WINTER 2009

FALL2011
The Heather Bond Trio plans
re-release of 'Walk Alone.'
complete with music video.

Bond releasesher first EP,
The'Walk Alone' EP.
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Aveda and The Essential Day Spa want you to
help us raise awareness of breast cancer, the
importance of early detection, and help fund research.
Together we can connect, communicate, and
conquer for a future free of breast cancer. Join us in
the fight.
During the month of October, we will be offering
hair feather extensions for $1 0 a feather. All proceeds
will go to the Susan G. Komen Foundation.
1307 Johnson Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
t heessentfaldayspa.com
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Local farmers drive their tractors down the street saturday as apart of the Hazel Celebration. The annual celebration includes a parade, musical entertainment. car show and tractor display.

Amember of the Great River Band, based in Paris. Tenn., plays music for the crowd.

Student club hosts competitive table tennis tournament
Allyson Putman
Staff writer

.

.

Students who think their table tennis skills are on Forrest Gump's level can put that claim to the
test Wednesday at the Table Tennis Club's tournament.
The table tennis tournament is at 5 p.m. Wednesday in the Wellness Center. Though
the tryouts were held Wednesday, Sept. 28, there are still participation opportunities ·
available for those interested.
Tyler Salyers, senior from Hopkinsville, Ky., is the president of the club. He has
been an active member for two years and became president last spring.
Salyers said the club is considering rewarding the tournament winners with
prize money. Though the approaching tournament is next on the agenda, it is
not the only affair the table tennis club takes part in.
"This one is just a preview," Salyers said. "Our big one is iit November and
we'll play against other universities."
He'said the roster for participating in November's tournament is already set.
The Table Tennis Club practices every Wednesday and Friday evenings.
Table tennis is a popular past time for many students on campus. To accommodate
the growing number of students interested in table tennis, the club has acquired their own
table for practice, as well as using the tables available in the Wellness Center. Many residential colleges also have tables for the enjoyment of their residents.
For more information regarding the table tennis club, please contact Salyers at tyler.salyers@
murraystate.edu.
Contact Putman at aputm~n@murraystate.edu.

Graphic by Erin Jackel/TI!e News
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